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Natalie Zemon Davis, Canada

These eight papers all redefine in interesting ways the subject matter and goals of ‘global history.’

 Though national governments are still among the actors, as in Carter Findley’s account of the

changing policies of Sweden and France as they affected the scholar-diplomat Mouradgea d’Ohsson,

they nowhere provide the narrative frame.  The geographical and social space of history is expanded

well beyond national and continental boundaries.  Plants, persons, animals, goods, and microbes

move across oceans and land masses.   Takeshi Hamashita suggests that the sea is as important a site

for historical action and definition as land.  Patricia Seed insists that natural history be treated along

with human history, and that in this post Cold-War world, diasporas are a more central and long-term

subject to examine than nation-states.

These perspectives are realized differently in the essays.  For some, ‘global history’ means

examining a topic--here a form of movement--over the entire world and over the long sweep of time.

 So J.R. McNeill reflects on the patterns of movement of plants, species, and diseases from pre-

history to today.  Others take a less widely defined geographical space or movement, but explore it

over several centuries: David Eltis compares coerced and free migration across the Atlantic to the

Americas over five hundred years; Takeshi Hamashita follows Pacific trade and tribute relations of

the Ryukyu kingdom over five hundred years.

Still other essays take encounters that are more focussed, but expand their significance by

treating them from a wide historical perspective.  Nicola Di Cosmo describes the introduction of

firearms and artillery into China and their use by the Manchu dynasty so as to recast dramatically the

usual picture of the relation of ‘West’ to ‘East.’  Firearms were provided by the Muslim world in

greater numbers than by European traders; the mathematical and scientific understanding of Jesuit

advisers would have had no consequence without the political and organizational perceptions and

skills of the Manchu leaders.  Leonard Blussé shows that diplomatic encounter and gift exchange

were as important a strategy for expansion of the Dutch East India Company (the VOC) in the

Pacific as violence.  In that non-European ceremonial space, VOC agents were willing to behave
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very differently than they would back home in order to ‘win over’ the Japanese and others to their

interests.

Even an individual life and text can lend itself to a global-history frame, as we see in Carter

Findley’s learned exploration of the life of Mouradgea d’Ohsson and his grandiose Tableau général

de l’Empire Othoman.  Son of a French mother and an Armenian Catholic father in Istanbul,

Mouradgea d’Ohsson was translator and then diplomat for the Swedish embassy in Istanbul, an

entrepreneur and financier, and author of a multi-volumed work on Islamic law and Turkish society

and custom.  Findley describes the multiple cultural encounters embedded within d’Ohsson’s life

and publication as he moves back and forth between Istanbul and Paris.

An analytical goal of some of the essays is an improved theory of causation regarding an

existing controversy.  For instance, David Eltis uses his long-term look at trans-Atlantic immigration

to demonstrate that the decline of slavery was brought about by anti-slavery sentiment, not by a

decline in profitability.  Eltis’s method here resembles that of traditional quantitative history.

Another analytical goal in these essays draws more fully on the advantages of wide-canvas global

history: to discover through interpretation and comparison alternate historical paths and trajectories.

 In Takeshi Hamashita’s picture of Pacific societies, state-formation does not inevitably proceed in

the direction of centralized sovereign polities.  Rather the suzerain-vassal tie, cemented by tribute

gifts, is an alternate path, one given new life recently by the ‘one country/two systems’ principle

underlying Hong Kong’s connection with China.  Nicola Di Cosmo undermines a familiar narrative

in the history of technology, military strength, and politics, in which the West had the successful path

by which other societies are evaluated.  Di Cosmo shows that the Manchus, without firearms and

with fewer men, won their earliest battles against the Ming army with its artillery through quick

military tactics.  Further, European scientific guidance bears fruit only when coupled with the

determination of the Manchus to organize for improved weaponry. But, once their rulership was

established, the Manchus decided not to seek an ever increasing army and ever improving weaponry,

but rather to keep down military expenses and prevent the extensive circulation of firearms in the

society at large.  Rather than judging this an inferior version of a western model, Di Cosmo simply

sets it out as a history alternate to that of western polities.

A few of the papers do seek a single overall narrative.  It is not, however, the ‘rise of the
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West.’  The effort to avoid this common narrative has sometimes led courses in world history to say

rather little about western history and about the history of the United States in particular.  ‘World

history’ becomes, then, the history of non-western places and peoples.  Michael Adas’s paper

highlights this omission, pointing out that American historians have contributed to it themselves by

insisting upon American ‘exceptionalism.’   In a sense all societies have their ‘exceptional’

characteristics, and it is the task of the new global history to seek ways to tell their stories together.

The overall narrative offered in J. R. McNeill’s paper on biological exchange is from a long

pre-historical period when ‘most species stayed at home’ over centuries of movement to the present

period of world wide ‘homogenization of ecosystems.’  A similar narrative often holds together

global histories organized around the theme of communication: from a world of separate entities to

a world of comprehensive exchange of information and goods.

The question remains whether a single master narrative is an adequate goal for global history.

 I think not.  Master narratives are especially vulnerable to be taken over by patterns characteristic

of the historian’s time and place, however useful they may be for accounting for some of the

historical evidence.   If a new decentered global history is discovering important alternate historical

paths and trajectories, then it might also do well to let its big stories be alternate or multiple.  The

challenge for global history is to place these narratives creatively within an interactive frame.


